2020 Make-Up Session Policy

Futures is a talent identification program and is structured to build on skills and tactics as the athlete progresses through each session. Athletes are evaluated throughout the Futures sessions leading up to the Futures Regional Tournament. We realize athletes involved in Futures are involved in many field hockey activities and high school sponsored athletic teams that can cause an attendance conflict. Therefore, our policy is to allow an athlete to make-up a maximum of two sessions at another site.

An athlete may attend make-up session(s) at another site if available and will need to coordinate those sessions through the Head Coach of the make-up facility. The size of the facility, number of athletes, and age group of the athletes assigned to that site may impact the ability to schedule a make-up session. Please be advised that standard site Futures athletes may not make-up sessions at a Level 1 site and, when possible, make-up sessions should be age-group appropriate.

Inquiries about the make-up session policy can be addressed to the Regional Futures Manager within your region.

---

2020 Make-Up Session Attendance Form

Use this form when attending a Futures site other than your original assigned site. This form must be completed and turned into the Head Coach at the site where you are making up a session.

Date of Make-up Session: ____________________________
Athlete Name: ____________________________
Athlete Assigned Site: ____________________________
Head Coach Assigned Site: ____________________________
Make up Site Name: ____________________________
Make up Session # out of 2 allowed: ____________________________

Head Coaches please add make up session athlete names to weekly attendance sheet.

* Athletes must have prior permission to attend the site from the Head Coach of the make-up site.
* Maximum of 2 make up sessions are allowed.